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Advances in Biochemical Engineering— 1

Edited by T. K. Ohose & A. Fiechter. Springer-Yorlag, Berlin, 1971.
Pp. vii-hl94, $ 13.90.

Biochemical Engineering is a new branch of Enginooririg. This chemical 
engineering hybrid deals with unit oi)erations and systems for bioprooess which 
have distinctive characters. Many biological processes are now well understood 
and can be effectively utilised for the benefit of mankind.

This book is one of the latest compilations in the series on the advanced 
knowledge in Biochemical Engineering. It contains 6 chapters each devoting 
to a different topic written by a different author.

Knowledge of fermentation fluids, their rheological proj>erties, motion 
of gas bubbles in the fluid and shear problem in agitation, are essential for analys
ing the methods of process design and scale up. Chapter 1 has dealt exclusively 
in studying the above properties of fermented fluids. Separation of microbial 
cell from culture media lies in understanding the physico-chemical characteristics 
of flo(!culation and deflocculation. Chapter 2 deals with those phenomena. Tln̂  
third chajiter gives interesting information on enzyme kinetics, relating to inso
luble substrates, an area where little literature information is available. Produc
tion and application of enzymes has been well reviewed in Chapter 4. Enzymes 
offer unlimited potential for their use in wide variety of applications. Use of 
enzymes in detergents, immobilisation of enzymes particularly by micro-encap
sulation technique have also boon reviewed. The fundamental regulatory mecha
nisms in the microbial cell and the effect of these mechanisms on overjiroduction 
of metabolites and enzymes are described in Chapter 5. The future food supply 
is likely to come from single-cell organisms which could utilise hydrogen and 
carbon dioxide or liquid and solid hydrocarbons for their growth. Chapter 6 
has reviewod these possibilities.

This book is the first series in biochemical engineering science and will be 
very useful for professional engineers and post graduate students who want to 
take up careers in this field.
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Advances in Plasma Physics, Volume 4

Editod. l)y A. Simon and W. B. Thompson, Jntr'rsoirnco Pnblishors, 1971,
Pp. ix-h348, % 19.95.

Tlio volimio proscmting plasma physics on a Avido canvas is an important 
additioji to th(* well-known scries on the advances m the subject. It consists of 
th(‘ following chapters.

1. The lnterf)Te-tation of Plasma Rr‘sonane(\s Observed by lonosphciric 
Topside iSonnders by J. P. Dougherty and S. 11. Watson.

2. Two-str('am Instabilities by Richard ,1. Bridggs.
M. Cusp Oontainmont by Ian Spalding.
4. R(dativistic Bt âm Equilibria by Gregory Bi'iiford and Da\id T.i. Book.
5. Plasma Collective Modi'S Invohnng Gi'ometry and Velocity Siiaces 

by B. Coppi.
0. Physics of Colloidal Plasma l>y M. S. Sodba and S Guha.
7. The Motion of a Charged Partick' ni a Strong Magnetic Fndd by Ira B. 

Bernstein,
The first chapter summari/es tlu‘ theoretical work on ionos[)heric plasma 

r(̂ K()iuiiiees di'tected by topside sounding satellites and related to some of the 
eonipk^x ])ro])erl jes of plasma. The artick  ̂ by Briggs is di'Â oted to an up-to-date 
nnalysis of one type of ])lasma micro-instabilities, which has attract(‘-d a consider
able amount of attention since the first exiierimental demonstration of beam- 
])kisma amplification 1958. The next article pn*seiits an overall vu'w of the 
eiirn'iil state of resiHireh on a class of open-(‘nded inagncitic bottles and examines 
its possibilities in th(“ fitdd of thermonuclear fusion. The chapter by Benford 
and Book is a theoretii^al study of relativistic idectron beams, which have been 
developed ])riniarily for transport of high energit'S into a small area. The chapter 
by Coppi deals with collective' effi'cts in a plasma that an* dependent on the particle 
Â i'loeity space and the macroscopic geometry of the plasma configuration. It 
contains an interesting sc'ction on the comparison of theoretical results ivith those 
obtaiiK'd from multipole experiments with current conductors inside the plasma 
for producing the confining magnetic field, The longest and one most novel chapter 
lias been |)j“ovid(‘d by Sodha and Guha Avho haim discussed the theoretical and 
experimental investigations on colloidal plasma formt'd by dust suspensions 
along Avifh an appreciable number of free* electrons emitted by the dust jiarticles. 
The roll' of colloidal plasma in diverse fields, namely, electromagnetic effects of 
rocket exhausts, magnetohj'^drodynamic power generation etc., is also covered. 
The volume' (uuis with an article by Bernstein, pertaining to the ‘reduced descrip
tion’ of the motion of a charged particle in a strong magnetic field in terms of 
drifts and adiabatic invariants,
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Sovfira] chapters of the volume are concerned with the research on controlled 
fusion reactors, the prospect of which has incidentally, brightened uj) considerably 
over the last few years. Neveitheless all tlic chapters appear to be completely 
independent (d one another ; the arrangement of the chaptcTS also suggests that 
there has been no attf^mpt for any possible co-ordination. It Avould have perhaps 
btH;n more interesting and meaningful if a volume such as this could have thrown 
some light on the inter-contU‘ctions between the various asjiects of ])lasma pliysie-s. 
However, the volume is very h(‘]pfiil in keeping ti'aek of tlm rapid progrc'ss in some 
brandies of jilasma iihysics, and it can surely be recommended to all those in
terested in the development of the subject.

J. B.

Physics of Electronic Cercwiics : Farts A  and BEdited by L . L . lleiich and D. B . Hove ; Marcel Hekkei, Ine , Nt‘w York , 1972.
These volume's contain jiroceedings of the conference on the Electronics 

Ldienomena in (Jiuamics held at the University of Florida, J9(i9. For this con
ference thti term (dectronic ceramics was meant to inedude topics such as semi
conducting comiKumds, amorphous s(‘ini(!onductorK, msulators, haro-electrics, 
ferrites and matiTials with laser and other ojitical ajijilications as also the sonie- 
AA'hat related topics hki' thin films and surface defect structure. Tlu' conference 
was organized with the objcict of rc vii wing the present state of our knowledge 
legarding the basic physical tlu'ory of electronic ceramics and the ajijilication 
of these theories in case of commercial (dectronic ceiamic materials. The basic 
theoretical background for the discussion of the various aspects presenti'd at the 
conference Avas x^ovidi'd by the ki'ynote lecture on Quantum Mechanics and 
C'eramics by 0. Slateu’ and a summary address by T). G, Thomas on Oeramics 
and Glasses—8ome Uses in Communications Industry. Besides those there arii 
32 papfii’s more dealing with different topics, like semiconducting ceramic 
compounds (4 papers), semiconducting glasses (3 pajiers), thin films (5 papers), 
surface defects (3 papers), dielectrics and insulators (4 papers), feno-electrics 
(3 papers), magnetic ceramics (3 papers) and ojitical materials and phenomena 
(6 papers), Of these the lectures on the structural aspects of forroelcctricity 
by Ray Pepinsky and on the theory of antiforromagnetism and foiTimagnetism 
by J. B. Goodenough are highly interesting and instructive ones even for Avorkers 
dealing with fundamentals of these subjects.

These volumes which as stated above provide the current developments 
on the different topics on electronic ceramics will therefore be useful ones for all 
students and researchers of material soiimco as also for material science engineers.

A, K. D,
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Optical Microscopy for the Materials Science

James H. Richardson, Marcol Dokkers Inc. New York, 1971.
Pp. x+692, $ 29.50.

James Richardson’s optical microscopy for the materials science is one 
iTKJre addition to the books that deal with the utihty of optical microscopes in 
tlealing with the various industrial problems. The book is mainly made up of 
10 chapters that try to cover the vast field of oi)tical microscopy.

First chapter deals with the fundamentals of the microscopic system and 
th(! ))ath of light iiroiiagation, with the various types of objectives and eye pieces 
ill relation to bright field illumination with respect to transmitted as well as inci
dent light adjustments. The second chapter covers the various types of illumina
tion as well as fluorescence microscopy. The third chapter is mainly conoentra- 
t(‘d on ])hotomierograpby, with various types of photographic, xirocessos, negative 
materials, and also the various methods of adjustments with c x̂poaures for getting 
good results. The fourth chapter is mainly on photomacrography with all the 
important instruments and accessories.

Chapter 5 gives an account of specimen ])reparation which includes cutting, 
vacuum impregnation, macrootching, thin section preparation and the juoccidure 
of good polishing. Chapter 6 is on the prcjparation of the samples of metals alloys 
l)iiiary compounds, ceramics, polymers and composites. The procedures of 
th(‘ etching as well as polishing reagents apart from mounting media are given 
m the form of tables. The seventh chapter is mainly on the safe maintenance 
of the laboratory wherein the above mentioned experiments are undertaken.

The qualitative and quaiititativi' mtwisuremeiits in the specimens with 
the attachment of various accessories is dealt with the chapter 8. The chapter 9 
is mamly on the various types of accessories used with the microscope. Chapter 
10 gives an account of the proper design and construction of mam laboratory 
wherein the equipments mentioned in the book can be suitably installed.

The author has made the book into a good reference book as well as labora
tory guide for day to day work in an industrial laboratory. It was mainly possible 
bee.auH(‘ of the wid(‘ exjierience of the author in an university as well as an indus
trial concern The transmitted polarization microscopy has been dealt in a 
passing maiiiKU’. The optical properties of the materials under transmitted 
light should have been given in the form of tables just as for the materials under 
incident light.

Except for the above mentioned bias, on the whole, the book is highly 
suitable as a reforonce guide for laboratories dealing with industrial materials.

A, T. B.


